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Abstract
We propose a system that transcribes the conversation of a typi-
cal meeting scenario that is captured by a set of initially unsyn-
chronized microphone arrays at unknown positions. It consists
of subsystems for signal synchronization, including both sam-
pling rate and sampling time offset estimation, diarization based
on speaker and microphone array position estimation, multi-
channel speech enhancement, and automatic speech recogni-
tion. With the estimated diarization information, a spatial mix-
ture model is initialized that is used to estimate beamformer
coefficients for source separation. Simulations show that the
speech recognition accuracy can be improved by synchroniz-
ing and combining multiple distributed microphone arrays com-
pared to a single compact microphone array. Furthermore, the
proposed informed initialization of the spatial mixture model
delivers a clear performance advantage over random initializa-
tion.
Index Terms: Meeting transcription, ad-hoc acoustic sensor
network, signal synchronization, diarization

1. Introduction
This contribution is concerned with the diarization and tran-
scription of meetings, where the considered meeting scenar-
ios are characterized by conversations between a small but un-
known number of participants at fixed positions. Of those, none,
one or even two speakers may be active at a time.

We here consider an ad-hoc acoustic sensor network (ASN)
setup, where multiple initially unsynchronized microphone ar-
rays at unknown positions are used for signal capture, which is
different from most studies on meeting diarization and recogni-
tion [1]. A notable exception is the meeting transcription system
presented in [2], that also utilizes initially unsychronized dis-
tributed microphones. As mentioned there, the microphones’
and the speakers’ position are typically not known beforehand
which complicates the usage of spatial information for speech
enhancement. Another problem making the usage of spatial
information more difficult arises from the required signal syn-
chronization. Typical signal synchronization systems, also the
system presented in [2], do not differentiate between the contri-
bution of time shifts caused by differing times of flight (ToFs) of
a signal to the microphones and time shifts caused by differing
recording start times to the time difference of arrival (TDoA)
between two microphones. Thus, it is not guaranteed that the
estimated TDoAs between the synchronized signals correctly
reflect the time differences of flight (TDoFs) between the speak-
ers’ and the microphones’ positions and, therefore, carry spatial
information. Due to these facts the authors of [2] did not exploit
any spatial information for their speech enhancement subsystem
and opted for a fully blind speech enhancement.

Here, we build upon the idea of the signal synchronization
system, we proposed in [3], and support the signal synchroniza-

tion by ToF information in form of estimates of the distances be-
tween the microphones and the speakers [4]. This enables to ob-
tain synchronized signals maintaining TDoAs which correctly
represent the microphones’ and speakers’ positions. Further-
more, a geometry calibration [5] is performed to infer both the
microphones’ and the speakers’ positions from the microphone
signals. Both, the physically correct signal synchronization and
the knowledge about the microphone and speaker positions, are
subsequently used to perform a multi-speaker tracking based on
steered-response power phase transform (SRP-PhaT) [6]. Since
the speakers’ positions also provide their identities for the con-
sidered scenario assuming fixed speaker positions, the multi-
speaker tracking corresponds to a diarization which is also able
to cope with overlapping speech. The diarization estimate of
who speaks when is then taken to initialize a spatial mixture
model [7], whose outcome in turn is used to compute beam-
former coefficients for source separation and signal enhance-
ment. Finally, the enhanced signals are forwarded to the speech
recognizer.

In simulations we show that the distributed nature of the
ASN leads to an improved source separation, diarization and
meeting transcription compared to a system utilizing a single
microphone or a single compact microphone array. Particu-
larly, the usage of spatial diarization information to initialize
the spatial mixture model leads to an improved speech enhance-
ment compared to an uninformed initialization that sets the ini-
tial values of the class posterior probabilities to draws from a
Dirichlet distribution. Moreover, the results demonstrate that
the proposed transcription system achieves nearly the same per-
formance as a system that uses oracle speaker activity informa-
tion and perfectly synchronous signals.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In Sec-
tion 2 the considered meeting scenario is defined. Afterwards,
the proposed meeting transcription system for ad-hoc ASNs is
introduced in Section 3. An investigation of the proposed meet-
ing transcription system is presented in Section 4. Finally, we
end with the conclusions drawn in Section 5.

2. Problem statement

We consider a meeting scenario as shown in Fig. 1 with I speak-
ers sitting at fixed but unknown positions si, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , I},
around a table in a reverberant room. Although most of the
time only one speaker is active, there are also quiet periods and
times when up to two speakers are active at the same time. The
meeting is recorded by an ad-hoc ASN formed by J compact
microphone arrays. All microphone arrays are placed on a ta-
ble at fixed but unknown positions aj with an orientation θj ,
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J}. Each microphone array consists of M ≥ 3
microphones that do not lie on a line. Moreover, we assume the
arrangement of the microphones within an array to be known.
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Figure 1: Simulated recording setup including J=3 microphone
arrays at positions aj with orientations θj , j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, on
a table. Figure not at scale; red dots: microphones; dark blue
dots: speakers; blue dot: i-th speaker at position si.

Due to the independent hardware of the microphone arrays
all arrays start recording the meeting at a different point in time,
causing a sampling time offset (STO) Tj [3]. Furthermore, the
frequencies of the clocks driving the sampling processes of the
different microphone arrays will slightly differ from the nomi-
nal sampling frequency fs and also be time-varying such that all
microphones of the j-th microphone array are sampled with a
sampling rate fj [n]=(1+εj [n])·fs [3]. Here, εj [n] denotes the
time-varying sampling rate offset (SRO) of the j-th microphone
array and n the discrete-time sample index.

Sampling the continuous-time signal yj,m(t) recorded by
the m-th sensor of the j-th microphone array gives the follow-
ing discrete-time signal [3]:

yj,m[n] = yj,m

(
n

fs
− 1

fs
·

(
−Tj · fs +

n−1∑
ñ=0

εj [ñ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=τj [n]

))
, (1)

i.e., the sampling time of the n-th sample is shifted by
τj [n] samples w.r.t. a signal sampled using a perfect clock
(Tj=0 s, εj [n]=0 ppm).

3. Meeting transcription system
Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the proposed meeting tran-
scription system. As a first step, the signals recorded by differ-
ent microphone arrays are synchronized (blue blocks in Fig. 2).
Next, a diarization (red blocks in Fig. 2) is performed based
on speaker position information gathered from a multi-source
localization. The resulting speaker diary is utilized to initial-
ize a multi-channel speech enhancement system whose output
is fed to the automatic speech recognition (ASR) system (green
blocks in Fig. 2).

3.1. Signal synchronization

Without loss of generality, all signals are synchronized w.r.t. the
first microphone array. Moreover, we only use the first chan-
nel of the microphone arrays to estimate their SROs and STOs
w.r.t. the first microphone array. First, the signals are coarsely
synchronized based on the maximum of the cross-correlation
between the first 20 s of the signals [3]. This is to ensure that
the ℓ-th signal frames which are extracted from microphones
belonging to different arrays in the following subsystems of the
transcription system, roughly contain the same segment of the
source signal. Afterwards the SROs and STOs between the mi-
crophone arrays are estimated and compensated. We employ the
dynamic weighted average coherence drift (DWACD) method,
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Figure 2: Meeting transcription for ad-hoc ASNs. Double ar-
rows: audio signals; single arrows: estimated information

which we proposed in [3], for SRO estimation. To compen-
sate for the SROs we utilize the short-time Fourier transform
(STFT)-resampling method from [8].

3.1.1. Sampling time offset

The time-difference of arrival (TDoA) between the signals
recorded at two microphones from different microphone arrays
is the sum of two contributions: the TDoF caused by the differ-
ences in distance between the speaker and the microphones, and
the STO that reflects the different start times of the recording at
microphone arrays. Here, we intend to use spatial information
for diarization and therefore wish to compensate only for the
STO and keep the TDoFs unmodified [3]. After compensating
for the SRO, the TDoA between the first channel of the j-th mi-
crophone array and the reference channel, i.e., the first channel
of the first microphone, is given by

τ1,j,i =
dj,1,i − d1,1,i

c
− (Tj − T1) = δ1,j,i − T1,j , (2)

if the i-th speaker is active [3]. Here, c denotes the speed of
sound and dj,m,i is the distance between the i-th speaker and
the m-th microphone of the j-th microphone array. In (2), the
fraction corresponds to the TDoF and the term in parentheses,
T1,j=(Tj − T1), to the STO.

The least squares (LS)-based STO estimator from [3] does
not account for unbalanced activities of the speakers such that a
speaker who speaks more has a larger influence on the STO
estimate. Therefore, value pairs consisting of a frame-wise
TDoF estimate δ̂1,j [ℓ], which results from the distance esti-
mates, and the corresponding TDoA estimate τ̂1,j [ℓ] for the
same frame, are clustered to summarize frames belonging to
the same speaker position. To do so, first, the frame-wise pairs
are clustered on the basis of the TDoA estimates τ̂1,j [ℓ]. Subse-
quently, the frame-wise estimates within each time shift cluster
are clustered on the basis of the TDoF stimates δ̂1,j [ℓ]. Each
tuple of TDoF cluster and corresponding time shift cluster now
represents an STO candidate (see (2)). Finally, these tuples are
clustered on the basis of the associated STO value. The STO
estimate is given by the STO value belonging to the cluster with
the highest cardinality.

We employ the generalized cross-correlation with phase
transform (GCC-PhaT) [9] to estimate the TDoA. The distances
between the speakers and the microphone arrays are estimated
using the deep neural network based estimator from [4]. To
compensate for the SRO, the shift of the analysis window of
both estimators is adapted in the same way as in the weighted
average coherence drift (WACD) method (see [3]).



3.2. Spatial meeting diarization

Assuming fixed speaker positions, the positions of the active
speakers provide their identity. Meeting diarization can thus be
performed by a speaker localization system. We employ SRP-
PhaT because it is able to localize multiple simultaneously ac-
tive acoustic sources. However, SRP-PhaT requires the knowl-
edge of the relative position between the microphone arrays,
which first needs to be estimated. Thus, the first step is a ge-
ometry calibration, i.e., the estimation of the positions aj and
orientations θj of the microphone arrays, which we achieve us-
ing the iterative data set matching method described in [5].
The iterative data set matching method takes direction of ar-
rival (DoA) estimates obtained using the complex Watson ker-
nel method [10] and estimates of the distances between the
speaker and the microphone arrays as input.

In addition to the geometry of the ASN, the iterative data set
matching method also provides robust estimates of the speak-
ers’ positions ŝi [5]. Those are used to support the multi-source
localization. On the one hand, the speaker position estimates ŝi

are utilized for a robust single-speaker tracking whose results
are subsequently refined using SRP-PhaT to be able to cope
with speaker overlap. On the other hand, these estimates are
used as a-priori knowledge for SRP-PhaT to limit the number
of grid points searched for speaker activity.

For single speaker-tracking, the frame-wise speaker activ-
ity is estimated using an energy-based voice activity detection
(VAD). If speech is detected in the ℓ-th frame, the DoA and dis-
tance estimates for the ℓ-th frame are utilized together with the
estimate of the geometry of the ASN to obtain the speaker posi-
tion estimate ŝ[ℓ] (median of the positions w.r.t. the coordinate
system of the single microphone arrays, which are estimated
from the DoA and distance, after being mapped to the global
coordinate system [5]). The speaker at position ŝi is declared
to be active for the ℓ-th frame if ŝi is the nearest speaker po-
sition estimate w.r.t. ŝ[ℓ] and if the distance between ŝ[ℓ] and
ŝi is below a given threshold. This results in a first frame-wise
activity estimate âi[ℓ] for each speaker.

In a second step SRP-PhaT, i.e., a multi-speaker tracking
method, is used to add the activity of any additional active
speakers in a time frame to the activity estimates âi[ℓ]. SRP-
PhaT is based on the calculation of the steered response power
P [ℓ, ŝSRP

u ] [6] for a set of U speaker position candidates ŝSRP
u ,

u ∈ {1, 2, . . . , U}, by accumulating the pair-wise GCC-PhaT
values of all microphone pairs, where the GCC-PhaT functions
are evaluated at the time lag corresponding to the theoretical
TDoFs belonging to the position ŝSRP

u .
Due to errors of the SRO or STO estimates, small time

shifts might remain between the signals after synchronization
in addition to the TDoFs. To account for these time shifts a
grid of positions around each position estimate ŝi is used rather
than using a single position candidate for each speaker position
estimate ŝi. Afterwards, the steered response powers for each
position within each grid belonging to the speaker position ŝi

are accumulated, leading to the power Ptotal[ℓ, ŝi]. A speaker at
position ŝi is declared to be active in time frame ℓ in addition
to an already detected speaker if the power Ptotal[ℓ, ŝi] is larger
than a given threshold. Finally, the activity estimates âi[ℓ] are
temporally smoothed.

3.3. Source separation

Each speaker is now modeled by a component of a spatial mix-
ture model. Additionally, a noise class is introduced that is as-
sumed to be always active. The diarization estimates âi[ℓ] are

taken as time-varying class priors [11] of spatial mixture mod-
els [7], one for each frequency bin with shared class priors, after
normalization:

πi[ℓ] =
âi[ℓ]

I+1∑
ν=1

âν [ℓ]

. (3)

The mixture models are now initialized by taking these priors
to be the initial frequency-independent class posterior probabil-
ities γi[ℓ, k], where k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} is the frequency index.
The parameters of the mixture models are then optimized with
the EM algorithm. After convergence, the class posterior prob-
ability γi[ℓ, k] denotes the probability for source i to be active
at a given time-frame ℓ and frequency bin k.

Furthermore, the prior probabilities πi[ℓ], after some tem-
poral smoothing, are used to cut the meeting into segments and
remove the noise class. The posterior probabilities γi[ℓ, k] are
used to extract the target speakers speech of a segment with a
convolutional beamformer [12, 13]. The posterior of the target
speaker is used as the target mask, while the sum of all remain-
ing class posteriors are used as distortion mask.

4. Experiments
We used a data set of 100 simulated meeting scenarios to
evaluate the proposed meeting transcription system. For
each scenario, a conference room, whose setup is visualized
in Fig. 1, was modeled according to the following scheme:
First, the length LT and width WT of a rectangular con-
ference table are drawn at random from uniform densities:
LT∼U(1.5m, 3.0m); WT∼U(1.5m, 3.0m). Afterwards,
I∼U(3, 6) speaker positions are placed around the table so that
a distance between 0m and 0.4m to the edge of the table and a
minimum distance of 0.5m between the speakers is guaranteed.
The J=3 microphone arrays, consisting of M=4 microphones
each and forming a square with 5 cm long edges, are placed on
the table with random orientations and positions so that they are
not colinear (avoidance of end-fire constellations) and have a
minimum distance of 0.2m from the edges of the table and from
each other. Finally, the table is randomly rotated and placed in
a room, whose length and width are drawn from U(5m, 7m)
each, such that a minimum distance of 1m to each wall is main-
tained. All simulated rooms have a height of 3m and a rever-
beration time randomly drawn from U(0.2 s, 0.5 s). The mi-
crophone arrays and speakers are placed on a two-dimensional
plane at a height of 1.6m.

For each conference room setup, a meeting of 5min du-
ration was simulated. Firstly, a set of speakers is randomly
drawn from the eval92 WSJ database [14] and assigned to
the speaker positions. Subsequently, a meeting is generated
based on the set of speakers such that the speaking portions
of all speakers are approximately equal. Hereby, regions of a
single speaker being active amount for 66% of the total dura-
tion, while two speakers are concurrently active for 21% of the
time, and in the remaining time there is no speech activity. All
recordings were reverberated via the image method [15] using
the implementation of [16] and overlaid with an additive white
sensor noise with an average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) drawn
from U(20 dB, 30 dB). The nominal sampling frequency of
the meeting data is fs=16 kHz. Finally, an STO, which is
drawn from U(0 s, 2 s), and a time-varying SRO, whose aver-
age value is drawn from U(−100 ppm, 100 ppm), are gener-
ated (see [3] for more details). The SRO is simulated using the
STFT-resampling method from [8].



4.1. Baselines

As two baselines we employ a single-channel system and a
system solely using a single compact microphone array. The
single-channel baseline system corresponds to the baseline sys-
tem used in [1] consisting of a mask-based source separator
followed by a diarization module. The mask estimator in the
separation model is a BLSTM with three layers, each with 600
units in each direction, followed by two fully connected layers.
The network is trained with the Graph-PIT [17] training scheme
with the SA-tSDR [18] loss to produce two output streams that
no longer contain speech overlaps. During evaluation, the meet-
ing data is cut into temporally overlapping segments, and a
stitching approach [19] is used to concatenate the segments to
the original meeting length. After separation, an energy-based
VAD is used to extract single-speaker segments for diarization
from both output streams. A 256-dimensional speaker embed-
ding is extracted for each segment. Then, these embeddings are
clustered with an agglomerative hierarchical clustering scheme
to assign each segment to a speaker. The embedding extractor
is a ResNet34 trained on the VoxCeleb dataset [20] as described
in [21].

The single-array baseline corresponds to a modified version
of the proposed meeting transcription system. Since a single ar-
ray is used, the signal synchronization and geometry calibration
systems are not needed, here. Furthermore, the proposed di-
arization system is based on the distributed fashion of the ASN.
Therefore, the spatial mixture model of the single-array base-
line is initialized based on the estimated relative speaker posi-
tions w.r.t. the local coordinate system of the microphone array
following from the DoA and speaker-array distance estimates.
First, the relative source position estimates are clustered leading
to a set of speaker position candidates. Afterwards, an energy-
based VAD is used to detect in which frames a speaker is active.
For all frames with speech activity the speaker at the speaker po-
sition candidate which is closest to the relative speaker position
estimate of the frame is decided to be active. Finally, the activ-
ity estimates are smoothed over time for each speaker position
candidate.

4.2. Performance measures

We use the diarization error rate (DER) [22] to evaluate the per-
formance of the proposed spatial diarization method. Since the
diarization system relies on the signal synchronization and the
speaker localization performance, the DER indirectly reflects
the performance of the corresponding subsystems. We use a
collar of 0.25 s according to the specifications in [22].

In order to evaluate the source separation performance
of our system we use the concatenated minimum-permutation
word error rate (cpWER) [23] as metric. The ASR results are
obtained using the acoustic model from [24] that is openly avail-
able for a sampling rate of 8 kHz. To be able to use it, the
separated signals are downsampled after synchronization and
diarization instead of retraining the model for 16 kHz. We use
an oracle diarization system to be able to compute the cpWER
for the single-channel baseline system.

4.3. Single-channel vs. single-array vs. multi-array

Table 1 compares the proposed multi-array meeting transcrip-
tion system with the single-channel and single-array baselines.
It can be seen that a better diarization as well as a better tran-
scription can be achieved utilizing a set of distributed micro-
phone arrays rather than a single compact microphone array. In

Table 1: Diarization and transcription performance

System Sync. MM Init. DER / % WER / %

Oracle Sep. — — 0.00 8.60

Single-Ch. — — 24.15 29.01

Single-Array — Oracle — 16.34
Single-Array — Est. 22.54 22.09

Multi-Array Perfect Oracle — 13.92
Multi-Array Perfect Dirichlet — 15.76
Multi-Array Perfect Est. 7.35 14.19

Multi-Array Coarse Oracle — 19.63
Multi-Array Est. Oracle — 13.99

Multi-Array Est. Dirichlet. — 15.51
Multi-Array Est. Est. 7.47 14.23

particular, the DER can be significantly reduced. This can be
explained by the fact that the single-channel diarization suffers
from errors in the single-channel source separation, while the
single-array localization is unable to cope with overlap regions
and is more unstable due to a lack of spatial diversity.

A comparison of the achieved word error rates (WERs) re-
flects these limitation of the system utilizing a single micro-
phone or a single microphone array, too. It becomes apparent
that the transcription performance of the proposed multi-array
system, which uses signals synchronized based on the estimated
SRO and STO (Est. Sync.) and the diarization results, is close to
the performance of a multi-array system, which uses perfectly
synchronous signals (Perfect Sync.) and the oracle activities of
the speakers. Furthermore, the need to compensate for an SRO
is shown by the fact that the performance of the multi-array sys-
tem strongly deteriorates if the signals are only coarsely aligned
based on the maximum of their cross-correlations over the com-
plete meeting (Coarse Sync.).

4.4. Informed mixture model initialization

Table 1 further compares the performance of the proposed sys-
tem to one that draws the initial values of the class posteriors
of the mixture model at random from a Dirichlet distribution,
while being otherwise identical to the proposed system. It can
be seen that an informed initialization with the estimated di-
arization improves the WER from 15.51% to 14.23%.

5. Conclusions and outlook
We presented a system for meeting diarization and transcription
for an ad-hoc acoustic sensor network consisting of multiple
initially unsynchronized microphone arrays. A key property of
the system is that the synchronization and geometry estimation
front-end delivers precise diarization information, which is used
to ease the task of the subsequent enhancement stage. Simula-
tions have shown that the proposed multi-array system is able to
outperform a single-array system. In future work we intend to
remove the assumption of fixed speaker positions by combining
spatial with spectral signatures of the speakers.
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